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A high-power pulsed laser is focused onto a solid-hydrogen target to accelerate forward a collimated
stream of protons in the range 0.1–1 MeV, carrying a very high energy of about 30 J (∼5% laser-ion
conversion efficiency) and extremely large charge of about ∼0.1 mC per laser pulse. This result is achieved
for the first time through the combination of a sophisticated target system (H2 thin ribbon) operating at
cryogenic temperature (∼10 K) and a very hot H plasma (∼300 keV “hot electron” temperature) generated
by a subnanosecond laser with an intensity of ∼3 × 1016 W=cm2. Both the H plasma and the accelerated
proton beam are fully characterized by in situ and ex situ diagnostics. Results obtained using the ELISE
(experiments on laser interaction with solid hydrogen) H2 target delivery system at PALS (Prague) kJ-class
laser facility are presented and discussed along with potential multidisciplinary applications.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Hydrogen is the most abundant element in the Universe;
however, it is rarely present in the solid state where it shows
a hexagonal close-packed structure. Solid hydrogen was
produced in the laboratory for the first time by Dewar
decreasing the temperature below hydrogen’s melting point
(∼14 K) [1]. The interior of gas giant planets (e.g., Jupiter)
is at extremely high pressure, and this condition allows for
the conversion of solid molecular hydrogen (H2) into its
metallic form. Although it was predicted over 70 years ago
[2], the observation of the insulator-to-metal transition
in solid H2 still remains one of the great challenges of
condensed-matter physics [3]. The first combination of
cryogenic solid H2 and intense laser pulses is reported in
Ref. [4], where isolated filaments of solid hydrogen (few
mm in diameter and few mm long) were irradiated with a
laser and generated a plasma with an electron energy of
about 200 eV and proton energy of about 1 keV. Other
experiments were performed using a thick solid-hydrogen
target irradiated by 18-ns ruby laser pulses generating H
plasma in the backward direction [5]. Cryogenic targets have

also been widely used for the generation of laser-driven
extreme ultraviolet (XUV) sources for lithography and
microscopy [6].
In view of the prospects offered by emerging acceleration

mechanisms and the motivations provided by important
applications, including the potential use in hadron therapy of
cancer or fast ignition for inertial confinement fusion, laser-
driven proton acceleration has attracted growing attention
from the scientific community [7,8]. Target normal sheath
acceleration (TNSA), which is the most experimentally
investigated laser acceleration mechanism, currently enables
the production of proton beams with maximum energies of
60–85 MeV [9]. The beams typically have broad energy
spectra; however, monoenergetic features in laser-driven
proton beams have been shown experimentally [10].
Multidisciplinary applications, especially medical ones,

have stringent requirements for laser-accelerated protons,
such as high-energy (60–250 MeV), high average current
(in principle achievable by using 1–10-Hz lasers), target
purity, repeatable generation, and monochromaticity. While
the progress towards such requirements will be facilitated
by the development of next-generation laser facilities,
equally important advances can be made by developing
novel target media specifically tailored to advanced accel-
eration regimes. The characteristics required of such a
target are that it be thin (1–50 μm), relatively low density
(5 × 1020–5 × 1022 cm−3) and capable of producing only
protons (with no contaminants) and of operating at a high
repetition rate as both refreshable and debris free. For this
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reason, cryogenic hydrogen is currently being considered
and several approaches are being explored and developed
ranging from in situ growth of solid-hydrogen slabs (which
are typically millimeters thick and require controlled
thermal evaporation to access thinner target regimes)
[11] to cylindrical jets of few μm in diameter [12].
The ELISE (experiments on laser interaction with solid

hydrogen) target delivery system, which is the result of a
joint development carried out at CEA Grenoble, employs
an alternative approach that provides a continuous flow of
thin laminar targets of solid hydrogen with a very well
controlled and tunable thickness in the tens of μm range
[13]. This type of sophisticated target system is used here
for the first time with a high-power laser (nanosecond and
low contrast) to accelerate proton beams propagating
forward with a maximum energy of ∼1 MeV and with a
total charge on the order of 0.1 mC per laser pulse, thus
demonstrating a very high laser-ion conversion efficiency
(∼5% in the 0.1–1 MeV range), which is twice that of the
total charge and efficiency of plastic targets irradiated in
similar experimental conditions. Besides the energy and
number of accelerated protons, our measurements aim to
characterize, for the first time, the interaction of a high-
energy (kJ-class), long (subnanosecond), low-intensity
contrast (10−6–10−1 at 1.3–0.3 ns prior the main pulse
intensity) with a solid-hydrogen planar target. The results
achieved in the experimental campaign at PALS (Prague)
are extensively described and discussed. Particular
attention is paid to technological issues that would be

encountered in a high-energy Petawatt (PW) system [e.g.,
tolerance to electromagnetic pulse (EMP), vacuum com-
patibility, effects of prepulse] along with the future possible
usage of ELISE at emerging PW-class, high repetition rate
laser facilities.

II. CRYOGENIC SOLID HYDROGEN
THIN RIBBON

The ELISE cryogenic target delivery system designed and
developed at the Low Temperature Laboratory of CEA
enables the production of the continuous flow of a solid-H2

slab (ribbon) through a newly designed extrusion apparatus
that does not contain any movable parts. The thermodynamic
properties of a H2 fluid are used to generate a pressure rise in
a cell and push the solid H2 out through a calibrated nozzle.
The solid-H2 ribbon has a 1-mm width, controllable thick-
nesses (20–100 μm) depending on the nozzle employed, and
an electron density of 5.36 × 1022 cm−3 (steplike).
The experimental cell for the solid-H2 ribbon production

is equipped with two heat exchangers, one situated at its
base (E1) and another one situated at its top (E2), enabling
the cell to achieve the required temperature values, as
schematically shown in Fig. 1(a). The temperature of
E1 (T1) is regulated below the triple point of the gas
(i.e., below 13 K for H2) and the temperature of E2 (T2) is
regulated above it (typically 20 K). When the valve V1 is
opened, H2 enters the cell and immediately condenses, thus
blocking the extrusion nozzle. The cell is completely filled

FIG. 1. (a) Different phases of the solid H2 ribbon generation, (b) scheme of the ELISE installation at PALS, (c) sketch of the ELISE
nozzle.
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with liquid hydrogen (T2 is regulated above the triple
point), then T2 is decreased slowly below the triple point in
order to fill the cell completely with solid H2 and the valve
is closed. Finally, T2 is increased to generate a pressure
rise in the cell (T1 is regulated close to the triple point)
and solid H2 is extruded through the nozzle. The solid H2

extrusion speed can be regulated close to 10 mm=s by
precisely controlling T1 and T2. The solid film then
evaporates under the effect of heat radiation, being finally
evacuated by a pumping system. More details about the
ELISE working principle and functional tests performed at
CEA are reported in Ref. [13].
The main parts of the ELISE installation are shown in

Fig. 1(b): (i) a cryostat cooled with liquid helium through a
transfer line connected to a liquid helium Dewar, (ii) an
electrical cabinet situated close to the experimental cham-
ber, (iii) an ad hoc electrical shielding system to prevent
disturbances from EMP during high-energy laser-matter
interaction, and (iv) a differential pumping system
(10−5–10−4 mbar). The aperture of the cone close to the
nozzle is 38 deg on both sides (incoming laser and outgoing
proton beam) as shown in Fig. 1(c).

III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AT PALS
SUBNANOSECOND LASER FACILITY

The experiment is performed at the Prague Asterix Laser
System (PALS) facility in Prague [14], using the kJ-class
(up to 600 J in our experiment), subnanosecond (0.3-ns
FWHM), and linearly polarized laser beam. The laser pulse
is focused into a focal spot of 80 μm by an f ¼ 2 spherical
lens to reach a nominal intensity of 3 × 1016 W=cm2 on the
target in vacuum conditions of 10−5–10−4 mbar. The solid-
H ribbon (62 μm thick, 1 mm wide) is irradiated by the
laser with normal incidence to the ribbon surface. The
ns-long laser pulse temporal shape reported in Fig. 2(a)
shows that although approximately 500 J are contained in
the main pulse (300 ps at FWHM), the residual laser energy
(about 100 J) is stored in the nanosecond pedestal. Thus,
around 50 J of the pulse energy is delivered on target before
the maximum intensity peak is reached and, as a conse-
quence, generates a typical preplasma. Figure 2(a) shows
the presence of three intensity regions: the 0-I region
represents the low-intensity (3 × 1010 Wcm−2) laser pre-
cursor, I-II is the medium intensity (up to 1015 Wcm−2)
pedestal, and II-III is the high-intensity (nominally up to
3 × 1016 Wcm−2) main pulse.
Besides setting up plasma and ion diagnostics, a series of

basic experimental tests (vacuum and electrical) are per-
formed to check the working functionalities of the ELISE
target delivery system when operating in a harsh laser
plasma environment. In fact, high-energy laser-matter
interaction typically generates a giant EMP associated with
electron oscillations on a target inside the PALS vacuum
chamber [15], which can cause several issues for real-time
detectors commonly used for laser-generated plasma

characterization. A typical EMP signal detected by a B
probe (placed 26 cm from the target and registered with a
6-GHz oscilloscope having 25-GS/s sampling rate) is
shown in Fig. 3(a). The signal’s maximum amplitude is
about 130 V and is reached at the beginning of the laser-
target interaction. The fast Fourier transform (FFT) of the
EMP signal reported in Fig. 3(b) shows a number of
frequency domains ranging from 100 MHz to 3 GHz.
Although various electronic components are part of the
ELISE system, the giant EMP signal amplitude did not
interfere with the correct operation of the cryogenic device,
mainly thanks to the optimal electrical shielding design.
Finally, the pressure value in the vacuum chamber is

monitored during ELISE continuous operation and the
vacuum level is found to be fully compliant with the
experimental needs, especially in terms of required pressure
for typically used ion diagnostics (10−5–10−4 mbar).
Ion analyzers, such as a calibrated Thomson-parabola

(TP) spectrometer (equipped with imaging plates), ion
collectors (IC or ICR) [16], silicon-carbide (SiC) detectors,
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FIG. 2. (a) PALS laser temporal profile: intensity (IL) in
arbitrary units (the laser-energy EL content in different time
windows is reported in the caption) versus time (τL). (b) Sketch of
the setup used in the experiment with the H target (top view).
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and diamond detectors (DD) [17], as well as small Faraday
cups (FC) [18], placed at various distances and directions,
as schematically shown in Fig. 2(b), are used to detect and
characterize the accelerated proton beams in terms of energy
and angular distributions.
Figure 4(a) shows a typical TP spectrometer snapshot

where protons, carbon ions, and other contaminants
(oxygen, nitrogen, etc.) are detected when a plastic target
(CH2) is irradiated with the PALS laser. In contrast, only
protons (pure H plasma coming from the high purity of the
H2 gas) are accelerated from the H target, as reported in
Fig. 4(b). This TP spectrum confirms that the cryogenic H
target and, as a consequence, the produced hydrogen
plasma are free of any contaminants that are present on
the surface of metallic or plastic foils typically used in the
TNSA acceleration regime. The TOF spectra measured for
the same laser shot with the H target by SiC and IC are
shown in Fig. 4(c), along with the TP signal recalculated in
TOF at an equivalent detection distance of 1.75 m. The SiC
and the DD are more suitable to detect fast (energetic)
protons as described in Ref. [17] compared to IC; in fact,
the TOF signal around 200 ns [see Fig. 4(c)] is much more
pronounced in the case of SiC. The photopeak ascribable to
the XUV plasma radiation (present in all the used detectors)
is measured almost instantaneously and is used as a trigger
signal.

ATi:sapphire laser system having a wavelength of 808 nm
and pulse duration of 40 fs is used to carry out time-resolved
measurements that enable the determination of plasma
density distribution through a three-frame interferometric
system previously optimized and normally used at PALS
[19]. The three frames are recorded successively with a time
delay of 1 ns. The 2D plasma density profiles are used to
measure the plasma electron density and, as a consequence,
the number of slow protons in the laser produced plasma
propagating both forward and backward.
Three scintillation detectors for hard x rays (HXR1,

HXR2, HXR3) are placed 3 m from the target and at 45 deg
with respect to the target normal in the forward direction, as
sketched in Fig. 2(b). These detectors are described in
detail in Ref. [20]. The HXR1-3 detectors are shielded by
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interlocked lead bricks of 5 cm thickness, and by 5, 10, and
15 cm of lead shield at their front, respectively. Moreover,
since the sensitivity of each detector is slightly different,
they are cross-calibrated using the same Pb shielding (5 cm)
in front of all detectors in a few dedicated shots. The HXR
measurements are important for the estimation of the so-
called “hot electron” temperature assuming that hard x rays
are produced as bremsstrahlung radiation of such electrons,
as described in Ref. [21].

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Four raw interferometric snapshots recorded through
the optical interferometry technique, using the fs-class Ti:
sapphire laser as a probe beam, are reported in Fig. 5. They
show the H-plasma expansion for the same laser shot at
four different times with respect to the arrival of the main
laser pulse: −0.2 ns [Fig. 5(a)] and −0.07 ns [Fig. 5(b)]
before the main intensity peak, 0.9 ns [Fig. 5(c)] and
1.9 ns [Fig. 5(d)] after it. The interferometry snapshots
[Figs. 5(b)–5(d)] are acquired during the same laser shot,
while Fig. 5(a) is acquired during a different laser
shot but at very similar laser irradiation conditions. The
plasma electron density maps can be retrieved after a proper
analysis using the “maximum-of-a-fringe” method [19,22],
as shown in Figs. 5(i)–5(n) for the four different time
frames; thus, the corresponding axial density profile can be
calculated [see plots in Figs. 5(i) and 5(l)–5(n)]. The plasma

density (ne) profile on the z axis roughly follows an
exponential decay function (neðzÞ1=4n0e−z=L), where L is
the density scale length and n0 is the maximum electron
density [19,22]. The interferometric measurements show
the presence of a preplasma generated on the target front
side at about −200 ps (i.e., before the main intensity peak)
with a scale length of about 150 μm. At about −70 ps, a
plasma is also generated at the target rear side with a scale
length of 200 μm. The plasma length at the target rear side
after 0.9 and 1.9 ns is approximately 600 and 900 μm,
respectively, which corresponds to a bulk plasma expansion
velocity of ∼5 × 105 m=s, which identifies the group of
slow protons in the H plasma. The group of fast protons
with kinetic energy in the range 0.1–1 MeV is not
discernable. The estimated plasma electron number, which
basically corresponds to the total number of slow protons,
is 4 × 1016 at the front and 3 × 1016 at the rear side of the
irradiated target after 1.9 ns with respect to the arrival of the
main laser pulse.
The normalized TOF proton signals measured through

different ion detectors are summarized in Fig. 6(a). Both
ICR1 and TP (placed along the laser axis in the forward
direction) show a proton current signal starting slightly
after 100 ns, which corresponds to proton energy of
approximately 1.2 MeV. On the other hand, DD1 (placed
at 5 deg from the laser axis in the forward direction) shows
a slightly faster proton signal corresponding to proton

FIG. 5. Raw interferometry snapshots recorded at −0.2, −0.07, 0.9, and 1.9 ns (a)–(d), respectively, corresponding plasma density
maps (e)–(h), and axial density profiles (i)–(n). The laser propagates from left to right, as shown by the red arrow.
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energy of about 1.4 MeV. FC2 (placed at 5 deg from the
laser axis in the backward direction) shows a much slower
TOF signal at around 200 ns, which indicates proton energy
of about 0.4 MeV, thus with a maximum kinetic energy
clearly lower than the proton stream propagating forward.
Figure 6(b) shows the proton angular distribution in

terms of charge density (C=cm3), which is estimated
through the eight FCs placed at various angles in the
forward direction [white squares in Fig. 6(b)]. The charge
density is derived from the measured ion currents, as
presented in Ref. [23]. The maximum ion aperture cone
is approximately 25 deg, as shown in the inset of Fig. 7(a),
and a small deflection of ∼5 deg in the ion stream
propagation (with respect to the laser axis) is measured.
In fact, the difference shown in the beginning of the proton
signal by DD1 compared to ICR1 or TP seems to be
ascribable to the abovementioned deflection in the ion
emission, since the high-proton energies have a privileged
direction of propagation (in this case ∼5 deg from the
laser axis).

The TP spectrum is converted in proton energy distri-
bution as reported in Fig. 7(a). A cone of ∼25 deg for the
accelerated proton stream angular distribution is measured
by the small FCs placed behind the target [shown in the
inset of Fig. 7(a)]. The γ-ray signals measured by the HXR
plastic scintillators (shielded with three different Pb filters)
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FIG. 8. Hydrodynamic simulation outputs showing the electron density profiles for the H target at different times after the main laser
peak intensity (a)–(e) and for the CH target at 150 ps (f). The laser beam propagates from the top along the z axis. The electron density
profiles along the z axis at 0 and 150 ps are shown in (g) and (h), respectively, for the H and CH2 targets.
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for the same laser shot are shown in Fig. 7(b). The signal
recorded by the detector with a 5-cm Pb shielding is
saturated; however, an extrapolation of the signal is used
to calculate the hot electron temperature (kThot). The
temperature estimated from the HXR spectra analysis is
approximately 300 keV, which is in good agreement with
the value calculated through the exponential fit of the TP
proton energy distribution (∼400 keV) shown as a dashed
line in Fig. 7(a). This hot electron temperature estimation
fits very well the measured maximum proton energy
(Emax ∼ 1.4 MeV), as predicted by experimental scaling
laws (Emax ∼ 4.5kThot) reported in Ref. [24].
The maximum proton energy measured with the solid-H

target is in agreement with our previous results using
metallic, semiconductor, and plastic foils at PALS [25].
However, the number of protons propagating forward with
energy of 0.1–1 MeV is enhanced by about a factor of 3
(from 2 × 1014 to 6.5 × 1014) compared to a plastic (CH2)
target having a thickness of 10 μm, which roughly corre-
sponds to the areal density of the used H target. The proton
number is enhanced by about a factor of 4 for protons
having energies between 150 and 400 keV (from 1.1 × 1014

to 4.8 × 1014), as clearly shown in Fig. 7(c). The estimated
total energy for the collimated proton beam with energies of
0.1–1 MeV, which are accelerated by the subnanosecond
laser into the forward direction, is about 30 J, and the
corresponding laser-proton acceleration efficiency η (ratio
between the total proton beam energy and the incoming
laser energy) is about 5%.
Wecarryouthydrodynamic simulations forboth theHand

CH2 targets, in order to obtain important information about
the interaction physics and the peculiarity in laser ablation
with thegiven temporal profile providedby thePALSsystem
having a low laser intensity contrast [see Fig. 2(a)]. Such
simulations are mainly used to model the evolution of the
plasma electron density, especially at early stages of the
laser-matter interaction. However, hydrodynamic simula-
tions cannot properly describe the acceleration mechanism
close to themain laser peak intensity (>1016 W=cm2) where
hot electrons (responsible for the acceleration of protons
with the highest energies) are generated and kinetic effects
(potentially responsible for laser absorption enhancement)
are expected. The 2D PALE (Prague arbitrary Lagrangian-
Eulerian) hydrodynamic code working in cylindrical geom-
etry is used [26]. This code employs the compatible
staggered Lagrangian numerical scheme [27], the quotidian
equation of state (QEOS), and a rezoning or remapping
mechanism improving the robustness of the simulations
[28]. The thermal conductivity is treated using a mimetic
method with the standard Spitzer-Harm heat conductivity
coefficient and heat flux limiter. Ray tracing is used for the
laser absorption modeling. A thickness of 10 μm is chosen
for the CH2 target to keep the same areal density as the
62-μm-thick H target. The outputs of our hydrodynamic
simulations are shown in Fig. 8. The maximum electron

density for theHplasma ismore thana factor of 20 lower than
the one of the CH plasma during the whole laser interaction.
Furthermore, the electron density values at the focal plane
(FP ¼ 0) at two different times for both targets show an
enhancement of the relative ratio between the CH- and the
H-plasmadensities from10at themainpeak intensity (t ¼ 0)
to 5 at theFWHMvalue of the laser intensity (t ¼ 150 ps). In
particular, the CH-plasma electron density at the focal plane
(where the laser intensity is maximized) is about 1.3 × 1022

and6 × 1021 cm−3 at 0 and150ps, respectively.On the other
hand, the H-plasma electron density at the focal plane is
about 1.3 × 1021 cm−3, independent of time, thus showing
that the laser pulse constantly interacts with a “quasisteady”
near-critical density plasma (approximately 2 times the
critical density), while the CH plasma always shows an
overcritical density, even for longer times. Such numerical
results suggest a potential enhancement of the laser absorp-
tion at the highest intensities (>1016 W=cm2), which
involves a larger plasma volume in the case of the H target,
thus leading to a higher proton acceleration efficiency, as
measured experimentally. On the other hand, in the case of
the CH2 target, the laser is entirely absorbed at the target
front side.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES

In this paper, we present and discuss the first exper-
imental results obtained through irradiating a cryogenic
thin (62-μm) solid-hydrogen ribbon with a high-power
laser. The investigation of such a system is potentially
interesting for condensed-matter physics, e.g., through H
spectroscopy studies at extreme conditions (high pressure
and high temperature gradient) [29].
The generation of pure hydrogen plasma has advantages

from the experimental point of view in terms of plasma
generation and characterization, as well as for future
multidisciplinary applications of laser-accelerated proton
beams, since such a target delivery system can potentially
be used at high repetition rates and is essentially debris free.
Furthermore, clear benefits for theoretical modeling and
numerical simulations are evident. In fact, H plasma can be
considered as an ideal sample for theoretical investigations
and their experimental verification both in terms of accu-
racy (a lower number of approximations is needed) and also
reduced computational time for modeling [especially with
particle-in-cell (PIC) codes for femtosecond and pico-
second laser-matter interaction].
This target delivery system has been used on the PALS

laser (long pulse, high energy but moderate intensity), which
is not the ideal system for reaching high proton energies;
however, using ELISE on this laser system requires the
solution of similar technological issues that would be
encountered on a high-energy PW system (e.g., tolerance
to EMP, vacuum compatibility, effects of prepulses). Thin
ribbons down to 25 μm have already been produced;
however, the stability of the target along the laser
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propagation axis has to be improved in terms of shot-to-shot
fluctuations, for instance, using a simple technical solution
where a mechanical “guide” is placed under the nozzle in
order to “channel” the H ribbon and to limit its oscillations.
Nevertheless, the shot-to-shot fluctuations measured in our
experiment (�25 μm along the laser axis) do not affect our
experimental results; in fact, we estimate a very small
difference in the angle between the laser axis and the target
normal due to such spatial fluctuations (<0.4°), which does
not affect the proton beam features in terms of directionality
and maximum energy. The technological solutions
employed to operate the ELISE cryostat allow, in principle,
the production of H ribbons with thickness down to 5 μm.
The production of lower thickness ribbons (1 μm or less) can
potentially be achieved using a slightly different geometry
where the hydrogen ribbon is partially evaporated just before
the laser shot through the interaction with a synchronized
low-energy laser operating at a wavelength of around 2 μm,
which is the range of maximum absorption for hydrogen.
Our experimental achievements with the ns-class, low-

contrast PALS laser demonstrate that a very high total
energy of about 30 J is carried by the forward accelerated
collimated proton stream to which corresponds a laser-
proton acceleration efficiency of ∼5% in the 0.1–1 MeV
energy range (2–3 times higher than standard plastic foils in
the same irradiation conditions), and a proton beam charge
of ∼0.1 mC per laser pulse. Such efficient proton accel-
eration is ascribable to volumetric effects in the near-critical
density H plasma along the entire target thickness.
Although so-called “collisionless shock acceleration” has
been shown as a result of the interaction of 10–100-ps laser
pulses with a near-critical density target [30], this regime is
excluded in our case, since our experiment shows a much
higher proton yield compared to Ref. [30]. Moreover, the
maximum laser intensity in our experiment is relatively low
(corresponding to a0 ¼ 0.2); thus, the resulting hole-boring
velocity associated with the ponderomotive force is also
low, both for the fully ionized solid density H target
(approximately 5 × 10−4c) and for the H-plasma density
at the laser peak intensity (3 × 10−3c, where c is the speed
of light). This would result in proton energies below 1 keV
and approximately 20 keV, respectively, estimated by
taking into account that the shock velocity is close to
the hole-boring velocity [7].
Although a proton acceleration conversion efficiency of

15% was experimentally achieved by Brenner et al. for
energies of 5–30MeVusing two temporally separated800-fs
laser beams and 5-μm-thick Au foil (45 deg incidence angle
andp polarization) [31], our experimental achievement (5%
conversion efficiency for the forward accelerated proton
beam in the0.1–1MeVenergy range) has never been reached
with ns-class lasers operating at moderate laser intensities.
This result can potentially be improved upon if a ps-class
laser system is used. In fact, based on our PIC simulations in
the fs regime (see Fig. 9), the ion acceleration efficiencywith

a low-density solid-H target can reach values of about 25%.
Thus, an approximation of 20% for the laser-to-proton
acceleration efficiency can be considered if the target thick-
ness is optimized for the specific ps-laser system temporal
characteristics. In principle, our experimental achievements
might support novel scenarios for the fast ignition scheme
where, as suggested in Ref. [32], a collimated laser-gen-
erated proton beam is used to induce ignition in a precom-
pressed DT fuel (400 g=cm3) with a standard inertial
confinement fusion (ICF) geometry. Various theoretical
works indicate apreference for relatively lowprotonenergies
(∼10 MeV) at a fuel temperature of a few keV, having a
proton bunch duration of several ps (required for the fast
ignition scheme) and∼10 kJ total proton beam energy [33].
In the case of the investigated H target, assuming a laser-
protonaccelerationefficiencyof∼20%, the requiredps-class
laser system should deliver energy of ∼50 kJ and moderate
laser intensity on target to achieve ignition.
In order to explore the direction in which the use of a

cryogenic hydrogen target could develop, especially in
terms of multidisciplinary applications of laser-driven
proton beams, we perform preliminary 2D PIC simulations
using the EPOCH code at ultrahigh laser intensities [34].
Laser parameters relevant to the future 10-Hz, PW-class,
800-nm laser system available at ELI-Beamlines [35] are
used; thus, the laser peak intensity is 6 × 1021 W=cm2

(18-J laser energy on target, 3-μm FWHM focal spot
diameter, 30-fs laser pulse duration, normal incidence
irradiation angle). Fully ionized solid density H and CH2

targets are considered with a thickness of 5 μm. The cell
size is 20 × 20 nm2, and each cell contains 62 macro-
electrons for the H foil and 400 macroelectrons for the CH2

foil. A corresponding number of macroions is used in order
to ensure plasma charge neutrality; moreover, all particles
have the same numerical weights. The comparison between
5-μm-thick solid-H foil and 5-μm-thick plastic (CH2) foil is
shown in Fig. 9. The use of 5-μm-thick solid H seems to
cover the entire “clinical window” for cancer therapy in
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FIG. 9. Proton energy distributions calculated through PIC
numerical simulations for different targets with a thickness of
5 μm and for a laser intensity of ∼6 × 1021 W=cm2.
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terms of proton energy (60–250 MeV), thus clearly show-
ing the potential of this low-density cryogenic target
compared to standard solid foils. Furthermore, such a
target seems to be ideal for future application in laser-
driven proton therapy due to the high purity and the high
proton beam charge per laser pulse (∼15 nC for proton
energies higher than 60 MeV). The clear advantage of the
proposed target, which is demonstrated experimentally in
the ns regime, i.e., the energy coupling into energetic
particles, is also confirmed by our numerical simulations
performed in the fs regime. In fact, a very high laser-to-
proton conversion efficiency of ∼25% is estimated for the
H target for energies higher than 5 MeV, in comparison to
∼10% calculated for the CH2 target. This result is linked to
the laser absorption along the overall target thickness,
which is strongly enhanced (∼70% for the H target and
∼30% for the CH2 target). Moreover, electrons are heated
more efficiently (∼25 MeV for the H target and ∼20 MeV
for the CH2 target) within the whole H-foil volume thanks
to a more efficient hole-boring mechanism. In fact, for the
H target, the hole-boring velocity is substantially higher
due to its lower density in comparison to the CH2 foil (more
than a factor of 6) and to the lower ion mass in the
generated plasma (only H is present in the cryogenic target,
but C is also present in the plastic foil), thus leading to a
different regime of laser-target interaction and to substantial
enhancement of the laser absorption.
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